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Preface 

It is essential to protect national resources and heritage for upcoming 

generations. The ancient Sāncipāt manuscripts and traditional painting traditions are of 

important heritage in our country. Sāncipāt manuscripts are treasures of information for 

research of Indian intellectual heritage and need adequate conservation. A significant 

medieval tradition of woodcarvings painted with some mineral pigments and natural dyes 

existed in Assam, India where various types of woods are abundant. In Assam, these 

mineral pigments and natural dyes gained popularity for use in Sāncipāt manuscript 

miniature illustrations as well as mural paintings. The tradition became known as 

Hengul-Hāitāl probably due to their attractive colors or their high cost, though there 

were some other ingredients too.  

This necessitates the establishment of proper scientific research, conservation and 

restoration methods for century-old woodcarvings and Sāncipāt manuscripts. This thesis 

describes different physicochemical, biochemical, coloration, and mechanical properties 

of old and new Sāncipāt folio along with different traditional pigments used in Hengul-

Hāitāl painting traditions. Based on our scientific findings we have developed a simplified 

method of preparation of Sāncipāt without the effect of its original properties and also a 

customized method is developed for the restoration of old Sāncipāt manuscripts and 

partially damaged century-old heritage woodcarvings to get their original antique 

appearance.  

A few projects based on our recommended restoration strategy were successfully 

piloted at the Barduwa Satra in Nagaon, Auniati Satra in Majuli, the Historical Museum 

at Kaliabor College, and the Boralimora Satra in Tezpur. Thus, the present work brings 

to light a rich cultural heritage of making woodcarvings with an elegant painting 

tradition of medieval Assam involving interesting traditional science pertaining to glaze 

and durability. 

This research was carried out in the Department of Chemical Sciences, Tezpur 

University. I received an institutional fellowship and a research innovation project (grant 

no. DoRD/RIG/10-73/1544-A) for this research. During the period, I also received 

financial assistances from two different projects sponsored by the Department of Science 
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